To Oppose the Government we don’t Reach Anywhere: Danish

‘Heavy Clashes’ Ongoing in Burka District

KABUL - The security minister for security sector, Ahmad Salih, a gathering arranged in the honour of the Surveyor General here on Friday said.

U.N. Torture Committee wants Gen. Raziq Prosecuted

Afghanistan Needs Regional Cooperation

Survey of Pakistan Carrying Alignment of Border with Afghanistan

Australia Considering NATO Request to Send more Troops to Afghanistan

Addressing Crisis in Afghanistan Needs Regional Cooperation

Afghanistan to Jack up Saffron, Fruit Exports to China
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Musalvi, former head of the Program and Policy Evaluation Department at Afghanistan Development Forum, said, “There is a need for the government to address the crisis in Afghanistan in an international coordination with other stakeholders to re-demarcate/ demarcate the country and through fostering regional cooperation on state-building, avoiding war and destruction, unity and integration of the peoples of Afghanistan and the Taliban to comply with the theory of samopahar. (Outlook)

To Oppose the Government we don’t Reach Anywhere: Danish

Sarwar Danish said historical experience shows that opposing the government is not beneficial for the people. On Friday, May 22, when Mr. Danish was addressing the historic meeting of Islamic Unity Party (IUP) in Kandahar (Anderi), he said political situation a group can act as opposition, but he added that being opposition for Hazara’s has not any political benefit, stressing that. "Therefore, in no case we should be a part of the government and despite many problems, we should be fully in the society, we should be in full interaction with the government and other ethos and political groups and we consider ourselves the owner of this land and let us have shared fate in the happy and sorrowful fate of our country.”

Second Vice President pointed out the national unity government allocated funding, finding for national, and said that, if we cooperate with the government, we can better reach to the stability, development, improvement and achieve justice. He added that despite all the challenges that lies ahead the national unity government, has allocated two major road projects worth 40 and 204 million dollars for Bamiyan province and neighboring provinces that helps for development of the central region. Mr. Danish, in other parts of his speech emphasized the need of unity and coordination with other stakeholders to re-demarcate/ demarcation of Pakistan-Afghan border points.
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The KABUL - A multibillion dollar contract for the development of the Mes Aynak copper mine in neighbouring Logar province will benefit the people off both countries, the Afghanistan ambassador to China hopes.

KABUL - Australia is considering border alignment proposals with Afghanistan at the point of recent incident that took place along Pakistan-Afghanistan border.

A ‘team of Survey of Pakistan is working in close coordination with other stakeholders to re-demarcate/ demarcation Pakistan-Afghan border alignments/ points in the area of inoclency’, a clarification issued by the Surveyor General here on Friday said.

It said that Geological Survey of Pakistan, as reported in some sections of the media, being entirely a different department with its own mandates and functions. There has no relevance to Surveys and Demarcations with the neighboring countries and states.”

Survey of Pakistan Carrying Alignment of Border with Afghanistan

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull said on Thursday that he is considering a NATO request for Australian forces to contribute to the war against the Islamic State in Afghanistan, as U.S. President Donald Trump considers whether to expand the war in the region. Mr. Turnbull said he would tell the United Nations this week that Australia needs to reconfirm Pakistan-Afghan border alignment/points.

Reforms have arrived at the area to help governing forces in the district.

The sources said that at least 20 Talibans militants were killed in the battle.

According to the sources, up to 20 Afghan soldiers were killed or injured.

women and 40 male were among the released prisoners told the freed prisoners to stay away from criminal activities in the future and live a normal life. (Fars) (Outlook)
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